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#TEXTDebra Hunt-telephone 
#CODENC 
Trained in the Philippines-came to UK in 1988 and met the UKCC requirements. To 
register in RGN. Worked in a variety of hospitals in the UK-previously in health care of 
elderly (acute) 

Code A L ............................................................................................................................. jEnjoyed working at GWMH. Now 
going to Southampton hospital to acute elderly medicine ward- sees this as an opportunity 
to develop career. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEI2 
Has further qualifications in nursing older people (ENB 941) and has had a good access 
to CPD 
#ENDCODE 
#CODED3 
Nursing organised into teams on daedalus ward and she is team leader of one team. 
Thinks system works well as they (nurses) get to know patients well. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODED8 
There is inter-team meetings as well when the wards of the patient depend on it. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEE5 
use individual care plans for patients and tries to see care on assessment of need. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEC2 
use individual care plans for patients and tries to see care on assessment of need. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEI5 
had a good induction to the ward-attended some general sessions-with core individual 
orientation to ward and ward procedures and policies 
#ENDCODE 
#CODED9 
gets good support from clinical manager-Philip Beed-and meets with him and other 
colleagues regularly to be given information about new developments and other trust 
issues 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEB1 
gets good support from clinical manager-Philip Beed-and meets with him and other 
colleagues regularly to be given information about new developments and other trust 
issues 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEK2 
has not had an appraisal or little part in clinical supervision but thinks there are plans in 
place for its to happen. Has audited case notes. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODED11 
has not had an appraisal or little part in clinical supervision but thinks there are plans in 
place for its to happen. Has audited case notes. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODED7 
Thinks care of patients on ward is excellent but sometimes hey are very busy and work 
has to be prioritised. They do get additional staffing sometimes when necessary. All 
nurses give their best and there is good team spirit-staff help each other 
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#ENDCODE 
#CODED1 
If there was more staff they would like to pamper patients a bit more 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEC5 
If there was more staff they would like to pamper patients a bit more 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEE4 
Is very aware of patients nutritional needs and all patients are weighed on admission and 
then regularly accordingly. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEC5 
Is very aware of patients nutritional needs and all patients are weighed on admission and 
then regularly accordingly. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEB3 
?nurses are responsible for acre plans and for discharge planning 
Have one ICP- for NOF developed plans with QA 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEB3 
it is seen as very happy on wards and sorry to leave, but feels hassle to develop skills 
because of case-mix of patients on ward. Thinks too many patients are wrongly placed, 
having acute hospital health problems. (Anxiety dementia) feels these patients should go 
to EMI wards. 
#ENDCODE 
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